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  Grade 7 Vocabulary 

Week 35: Worksheet 3 

Directions: Phil is writing an article about the motorsport event 

for the newspaper. Help him fill in the missing words to complete 

the article. 

 The Motorsport Extravaganza has been an amazing experience that 

demonstrates the _________________ (enhanced, feat, prototype) that is 

racing in every aspect. Whether you are interested in motocross with 

motorcycles and dirt bikes, the quick speed races of the uniquely shaped 

___________________ (dragster, contender, pace car), or the lengthy 

____________________ (caution, dragster, laps) of more formal racing, this 

event can deliver. 

 The first day was focused on the faster, shorter races including those 

with the dragsters and dirt bikes. A twisting, turning course was created for 

dirt bike demonstrations of skill and agility. The difference between the bikes 

and the cars was mostly the type of course and where they did 

__________________ (apex, burnout, contender). Cars tended to do this at 

the start line, but bikes had a special box. The short dragster course had a 

large light that moved from red to yellow and finally green where they spun out 

as quickly as possible. The smell of burning rubber added to and 

____________________ (enhanced, photo finish, caution) the overall 

experience. 

 The last two days were reserved for different races and events for 

__________________ (inspectors, rookies, prototypes) who were strong 

drivers, but not yet competing professionally. A few served as 

____________________ (relief drivers, prototypes, apex), but most were 

just starting their career. My favorite part was being asked to ride in the 

___________________ (dragster, contender, pace car) for the first race. We 

made two slow __________________ (caution, burnout, laps) and then pulled 

off to watch as the cars flew by at top speeds. I recommend this event for 

those of all ages. 
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Answer Key 

Worksheet 3 

feat 

dragster 

laps 

burnout 

enhanced 

rookies 

relief drivers 

pace car 

laps 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


